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Military Centre of Pharmacy and Medical Technique
in Celestynów
WOMEN’S DAY at the Military Center of Pharmacy and Medical Techniques

The meeting of soldiers and civilian workers
started on 8th March, 2013 at 11.00. At the beginning of the meeting the Chief of General Branch
– LTC Andrzej SKONIECZNY reported to Commandant of the Military Center of Pharmacy and
Medical Techniques. The Commandant of MCPMT welcomed gathered soldiers, civilian workers
and invited guests. Next public relations officer of
MCPMT, Mr Krzysztof BARCZEWSKI reminded
history of Women’s Day and emphasized significance and role of tradition in everyday life and
mutual relations both official and professional.
Traditions are historically shaped customs and
rules of acting based on process of cultivation
and popularization of achievements of predeces-

sors for history. In social and anthropological
aspect, traditions mean possession and cultivation of heritage and continuation of that, what
comes from generation to generation, property
and spiritual achievements of ancestors.
Public relations officer of MCPMT, Mr Krzysztof BARCZEWSKI read out the speech of
Commandant of the Military Center of Pharmacy and Medical Techniques – COL. Radosław
ZIEMBA, PhD.
“As we are celebrating eighth time the Women’s
Day during my term of office, I will try to refer to
some essential thesis, which I have chosen many
time.
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I have found, with great difficulty, a logic key according to it, and currently times helped me with
that, it’s proper to acknowledge that peculiar
feminization accrued of relatively recently male,
let me say tough, professions, positions rules or
missions. It can be clearly seen on a background
of cultural theater of the world and any fragment
of current civilization. Just yesterday’s promotion
to an officer rank of one of our female soldier can
be the example of that.
What are the next suggestions of just said thesis? The word parity notes down to it. I think that
optimal expression of parity is measurement of
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rational and innovative participation of you –
women in harmonized life of this institution - the
Military Center of Pharmacy and Medical Techniques. Quoting Shakespeare’s – we strengthen
each human being in addition to his/her work.
Your work starts at home, upbringing (maybe
often husbands, fiancés, ending on children) by
establishing relations at work.
It is proper to paraphrase someone from Poland
– Władysław Tatarkiewicz – women’s virtues are
not only virtues but also, in most cases, life effective recommendations …
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On that solemn day – me and all the male part
of our Military Center – would like to sincerely
wish you – ladies all the best, remembering that
Sun is the beginning of the day, day is again the
end of the night, misfortune is the end of luck,
and luck is the end of misfortune …
Traditions build among the soldiers and civilian
workers relations not forced by regulations and

hierarchic structure. They create emotional ties
resulted from respect to the history, national and
military symbols and shape humans’ virtues.
Commandant of the MCPMT and the male participants of the meeting presented a symbolic
flower and sweets (delivered by trade union) to
each female participant.
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